


Floors that bear the GemCore name are 
a dream come true, with all the beauty 
of wood or stone without the worry. All 
GemCore floors are waterproof, scratch 
proof and dent resistant, so they’re ready 
for everything that life throws at them. 

GemCore floors come in a wide variety 
of materials including Stone Composite 
and LVT. Explore the GemCore family of 
products and discover the right GemCore 
floor for your needs. No matter the space 
or the environment, GemCore offers the 
right combination of beauty and durability 
to give you years of lasting memories. 
And you’ll never have to cry over spilled 
milk again.

DURABLE BEAUTY



GemCore Stone Composite MAX is made in the USA so you can be sure it’s built to last and made to the 
highest standards. 100% waterproof not affected by spills or leaks. Uniquely suited to areas where moisture 
or water can be a problem for other types of floor covering. 100% safe, free of chemicals of concern and 
FloorScore® certified. Breathe easily knowing there is no formaldehyde, ortho-phthalates or other toxic 
airborne chemicals. GemCore MAX collections feature more design patterns with fewer repeat tiles than 
competitors to create a more natural, flowing floor design. Scratch Shield MAX Technology offers superior 
scratch, dent, and heat resistance.

Our hybrid flooring with stone composite core technology allows for the beautiful appearance and 
feel of wide plank hardwood floors in environments where wood would traditionally not perform well. 
GemCore will not be affected by spills, leaks, or even floods, and is uniquely suited to areas where 
moisture or water can be a problem. A heavy-duty surface adhered to a 70% stone sublayer provides 
a significantly greater level of protection for areas including commercial areas with high traffic. The 
70% Stone makeup, ensures a higher level of stability, providing superior performance in areas with 
humidity/temperature challenges.

GemCore Luxury Vinyl Tile flooring offers beautiful and affordable wood and tile design options without 
compromising quality. With impressive visuals, wide plank designs up to 10’ in width, and superior 
technology for great durability, our collections have become the preferred option in professional floor 
covering. Our team of designers and engineers focuses on the details to bring you the very best in LVT.

Luxury Vinyl Tile

DURABLE BEAUTY



YOSEMITE PORTAL

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
YOSEMITE COLLECTION



YOSEMITE COLLECTION
Features
· 5mm x 7-1/2” x 48”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial XPO Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer  · Scratch Shield™ MAX Coating
· Made in the USA! 

The Yosemite collection is built with GemCore’s industry leading stone composite core technology, plus our 
superior ScratchShield MAX coating for maximum durability. Yosemite features a larger number of unique 
patterns than most competitors, which means fewer repeated boards and an overall more natural look. The 
Yosemite collection comes with a robust 20 mil wear layer, suitable for commercial applications.

TIOGA TENAYA

MERCED

PORTAL

OLMSTED

SENTINEL

VERNAL WASHBURN



TETON LEIGH

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
TETON COLLECTION



TETON COLLECTION
Features
· 5mm x 9” x 60”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial XPO Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer  · Scratch Shield™ MAX Coating
· Made in the USA! 

The Teton collection is built with GemCore’s industry leading stone composite core technology, plus our superior 
ScratchShieldTM MAX coating for maximum durability. Teton features a larger number of unique patterns than 
most competitors, which means fewer repeated boards and an overall more natural look. The Teton collection 
comes with a robust 20 mil wear layer, suitable for commercial applications.

PHELPS PETERSEN

ALBRIGHT

LEIGH

COLTER

OWEN

TALUS WISTER



GARNET SHANNON

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
GARNET COLLECTION



GARNET COLLECTION
Features
· 4.5mm x 7” x 48”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial EVA Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer  

GemCore’s Garnet Collection offers something almost unheard of in the flooring industry – a strong, durable Stone 
Composite floor that has the look of fine wood, but at an incredible value. The Garnet Collection offers a robust, 
commercially rated wear layer and high-density pre-attached pad. Offered in a classic 7” width, with a subtle “kissed” 
bevel, Garnet is an ideal choice for projects demanding beauty, elegance, and durability at a fantastic value.

RODEEN SHANNON

TRALEE

DURSEY

BANTRY

KENMARE



OPAL SHASTA

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
OPAL COLLECTION



OPAL COLLECTION
Features
· 5mm x 7” x 48”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial XPE Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer  

The Opal collection effortlessly balances quality, price and appearance in a classic range of wide plank floors. Opal 
appeals to those looking to retain a classic look, offering flooring created from conventional width and mid length 
planks. Boasting a commercial grade coating to protect a variety of timeless hardwood looks, Opal floors are 
appropriate for both commercial and residential use.

SILVERWOOD NATOMA

FUMED OAK

WHEAT

ARCTIC

HICKORY

PERRIS SHASTA



TOPAZ MANHATTAN

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
TOPAZ COLLECTION



TOPAZ COLLECTION
Features
· 5mm x 7” x 48”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial XPE Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer  

The Topaz collection is built with GemCore’s industry leading stone composite technology. GemCore boasts an array 
of advantages over other types of flooring, including superior stability, dent & heat resistance, and 100% waterproof 
performance. The Topaz Collection offers a robust, commercially rated wear layer and our high-density XPE
pre-attached pad. Offered in a classic 7” width, with a subtle “kissed” bevel and a wide range of wood looks, Topaz 
is a versatile option for residential and commercial floors where both beauty and durability are required.

MANHATTAN

CAPISTRANO CORONADO

MALIBU

BAYSIDE MARINA



ONYX HUNTINGTON

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
ONYX COLLECTION



ONYX COLLECTION
Features
· 5mm x 9” x 60”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial XPE Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer  
· EIR Emboss-In-Register

Onyx offers the beautiful look and feel of wide plank hardwood flooring on a body that can survive the most 
challenging interior environments. Onyx features a super-wide 9” plank featuring Embossed In Register (EIR) texture, 
for an ultra-realistic wood experience that is further enhanced by a pronounced, painted bevel. The greater overall 
plank size is supported by a robust, commercially rated wear layer and our high-density XPE pre-attached pad.

HUNTINGTON

CORNELL

DAVIDSON BRIGHTON

SANTA CRUZ

HOWARD



CRYSTAL GALIANO

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
CRYSTAL COLLECTION



CRYSTAL COLLECTION
Features
· 5mm x 9” x 60”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial IXPE Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer  

Fine crystal is one of the most sophisticated, elegant, and sought-after materials available. And it’s surprisingly strong. 
Those properties became the inspiration for GemCore’s new Crystal Collection, which offers the elegant look and 
feel of wide plank hardwood flooring on a body that can survive the most challenging interior environments. Crystal 
features 9” wide planks and 60” lengths at a surprising value for flooring of its size. The greater overall plank size is 
supported by a robust, commercially rated wear layer and our high-density IXPE pre-attached pad.

MAYNE SARITA

ARGYLE

CROFTON

CASSIDY

GALIANO

SIDNEY



SAPPHIRE MITCHELL

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
SAPPHIRE COLLECTION



SAPPHIRE  COLLECTION
Features
· 5mm x 9” x 72”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial XPE Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer
· EIR Emboss-In-Register  

ANDERSON

MITCHELL

PARKWAY

ELTON

LAWRENCE

MADISON

STURGIS

RIVERTON

PIERRE

GREENVILLE

QUINN

Premium range of wide plank, long length stone composite floors with ultra-realistic wood looks. Offered in colors 
inspired by the most sought-after luxury hardwood collections from our sister company, Monarch Plank, the Sapphire 
Collection’s elegant 6’ long, 9” wide planks offer unrivaled quality in both appearance and function. All floors feature 
Embossed In Register (EIR) texture that perfectly follows the wood grain for maximum realism. The greater overall 
plank size is supported by a robust, commercially rated wear layer and our high-density premium XPE pre-attached pad.



JASPER LE PAGE

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
JASPER COLLECTION



JASPER COLLECTION
Features
· 5mm x 9” x 73”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial IXPE Foam Backing
· 20 Mil Wear Layer
· EIR Emboss-In-Register  

The Jasper Collection takes its inspiration from the design industry by offering the latest colors in a premium range of 
wide plank, long length Stone Composite floors. Jasper boasts ultra-realistic wood looks, and is offered in elegant 6’ 
long, 9” wide planks with unrivaled quality in both appearance and function. All Jasper floors feature 
Embossed-In-Register (EIR) texture that perfectly follows the wood grain for maximum realism. The greater overall 
plank size is supported by a robust, commercially rated wear layer and our high-density premium IXPE pre-attached pad. 

MARYHILL LE PAGE

PIMBEE

BRUNEAU

LYLE

SAYLOR

BOYD



DIAMOND BARODA

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
DIAMOND COLLECTION



DIAMOND COLLECTION
Features
· 6.5mm x 9” x 60”  · Includes 1mm Anti-microbial IXPE Foam Backing
· 28 Mil Wear Layer  

The diamond is the hardest gemstone available and is the inspiration for GemCore’s new Diamond Collection. The 
GemCore Diamond Collection features the heaviest wear layer of any GemCore floor, making it the perfect choice for 
the most demanding commercial applications. Offered in a 9” wide plank with 60” lengths, the Diamond Collection 
provides strength, stability, and durability for your most demanding residential or commercial flooring needs.

PARAGON SANCY

BARODA

HOPE

CULLINAN

JUBILEE



ADVANTAGE II POLAR MAPLE

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
ADVANTAGE II 
COLLECTION



ADVANTAGE II COLLECTION
Features
· 3mm x 7” x 48”  
· 20 Mil Wear Layer  

Similar to the original Advantage Collection, with new wider width, updated colors, and even better coating! Options 
include cleaner/fewer rustic visuals and lighter more natural colors. The wide plank width and thicker wear layer 
provide a look and finish that is appropriate for both commercial and residential installations.

Luxury Vinyl Tile

AGED OAK

HICKORY SNOW

RAW OAK

OAK RIVERSTONE

CARAMEL OAK

POLAR MAPLE

OAK LATTE

OAK BLACK PEARL

SUNBEAM OAK

OAK FROST



MAJESTY MIDNIGHT OAK

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
MERIDIAN COLLECTION



MAJESTY COLLECTION
Features
· 3mm x 10” x 60”  
· 20 Mil Wear Layer
· EIR Emboss-In-Register   

Classic faux wood designs reflecting a diverse range of wood species, finished with contemporary colors. The super 
wide 10” plank width and thicker wear layer provide a look and finish that was specifically developed for larger scale 
commercial use

Luxury Vinyl Tile

CAPRIS OAK DRIFTWOOD OAK

AUSTIN HICKORY

MIDNIGHT OAK

PALACE OAK

ANTIQUE OAK



MERIDIAN ARCTIC

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
MERIDIAN COLLECTION



MERIDIAN COLLECTION
Features
· 2mm x 6” x 48”  
· 12 Mil Wear Layer

Classic faux wood designs reflecting a diverse range of wood species, finished with contemporary colors. The wide 
plank width and thicker wear layer provide a look and finish that is appropriate for both light commercial and residential 
installations.

Luxury Vinyl Tile

BRINDLE

DUSTY ROCK

ARCTIC

MARITIME

JACOBEAN

RIVERWOOD

ROASTED PECAN



MERIDIAN II WALNUT BECKETT

LEARN MORE ABOUT 
MERIDIAN II COLLECTION



MERIDIAN II COLLECTION
Features
· 2mm x 7” x 48”  
· 12 Mil Wear Layer

An upgrade to the original Meridian Collection, Meridian II is available in a wider width, updated colors,and an even 
better coating. The wide plank width and thicker wear layer provide a look and finish that is appropriate for both light 
commercial and residential installations.

Luxury Vinyl Tile

OAK KENTON

OAK SIENNA

OAK SHAY

WALNUT BECKETT

FROSTED OAK

OAK CHEYENNE

OAK AUBURN

OAK GRAHAM
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